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Amid many difficulties that continue to weigh the country down, life goes on as usual for most of us and
you would never know from the smiles on our kids’ faces that there are any problems at all. I love the
picture below of Pedro and Kevin Jose, two of our 2018 high school graduates who are now enrolled in
an 8-month intensive English course at Palabra de Vida/Word of Life Institute on the outskirts of
Managua. It’s hard to believe we’ve known these two fine young men, since they were 6 years old. Now,
at 17, they are working hard to become fluent in English. They started classes at the institute on April 1st
and live on campus from Monday to Friday. They are both very grateful for the opportunity they’ve
been given through the generosity of their Canadian sponsors, Dan Joseph and Peter & Trudy Kuipers.
Being able to speak English well will pay dividends in the future as our kids graduate from universities
and look for gainful employment. A graduate with solid employment is the best way to relieve poverty
for any and all of our families.

On April 23, International Book Day was
celebrated around the globe and we were not to
be left out! In collaboration with the Bertyl Brecht
library staff, who joined us to tell stories with all of
our elementary school crew. Bertyl Brecht is an
NGO in our barrio, funded in Germany, that
specializes in literacy and music – they have been
long-time friends of ours. Our kids also acted out
some great stories of their own, we had a spelling
bee and of course there was cake (made by me
but cake nonetheless!) It was a super fun
afternoon. The kids had a ball and our staff did a
superb job in putting it all together! Pictured here
is 7 year-old Angelica, and her two sisters, with an
armload of books borrowed from our library after
the event.

In February, our friends Peter and Trudy Kuipers, returned to Nicaragua for a few weeks. Peter is a
retired Alberta businessman and he and his wife, Trudy, have spent several months in Nicaragua every
year over the past 8 years as volunteers, leading teams in renovation and repair projects on Christian
schools. They have become friends of ours and, for many years, sponsored Hellen, who graduated in
2017. They now sponsor little 9 yr old Mateo. Our visit with Mateo’s family was lovely. They were so
welcoming and excited to meet Peter and Trudy. Below, Mateo in his new red Canada shirt, with his
Mom, his grandparents and the Kuipers, proudly wearing all his swimming medals! His swimming classes
have also been provided by P2P.

Another group of satisfied people
– our staff!! They’re proudly
showing off the tables they made
in carpentry class with Don
Eduardo (whom many of you
know simply as Ed!) Ed worked
with them for a month or more of
Friday afternoons after work, to
make these lovely little wooden
tables for their homes. We took
the demo table that Ed put
together while teaching the class
and had all the elementary kids
hand-print it and sign it. It is now a
new study table for our Center.

One more thing before I go. Katherine, one
of our high school graduates of 2017, now
studying psychology at the University of
Central America, is the proud owner of a
new computer from P2P!
Katherine’s classes at the university were
interrupted for several months last year by
the crisis. She has just started back and is
delighted to have her new computer.
We thank you all, our amazing supporters,
for continuing to stand by us and the
children we together serve.
Barbara & Ed
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